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 Milling Milling is the third and final process. A series of steps in the milling process, a combination of linear and angular
interpolation, is used to refine the surface of the workpiece until it meets the necessary tolerances. After milling, the surface

will be generally smooth. Milling is also the most expensive process of the CNC mill. It is the process by which most of the time
is spent, though this can be minimized with careful setup of the machine, as well as experimentation with the milling

parameters. Specialized tools Tool holders Tool holders are used to hold or retain the tools used for milling. The most common
types of tool holders are collets, ball nose, and single point tapered inserts. Toolholders work by using a retainer ring to hold the
tool in place while being secured to the machine. Tools The most common tools used for milling are carbide tools. Most carbide
tools are of the end mill variety. The carbide mills come in three types, point (point), tang (tang), and ball (ball). The point and
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tang mills are typically angled 90 degrees, while the ball mills are parallel to the spindle. The ball mills are usually best for the
smooth finish of the workpiece, while the tang mills are usually used for roughing and finishing the workpiece. Both the point
and tang carbide mills also have a shallow chipbreaker that is parallel to the tool. This shallow chipbreaker has very little effect

on the workpiece. Because the point of the tool is often the most important part of the cut, there are multiple point tools for
each type of mill. These tools vary in style, type, and size. The three most common point milling tools are the P-shaped, F-

shaped, and H-shaped, while the most common tang milling tools are the triangular and curved. Other point and tang milling
tools include those of the end mill and stepped point, as well as those used for gouging and grooving the workpiece. There are
also hand mills used for cutting long, thin strips of material. Other tools are used for cutting into the sides of the workpiece, as
well as for drilling and removing material. The most common of these is a drill bit. Dies Dies are devices used to set material

properties before milling. This is primarily used for hardened materials, such as 82157476af
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